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Snapshot of FERC Order 761

 Accepts the CIP Version 4 Standards, replacing the risk-based assessment methodology(RBAM) used to identify BES Critical Assets with seventeen bright-line criteria.
o Expects to eliminate inconsistencies in the application of Responsible Entityself-developed RBAMs with an unambiguous continent-wide technique.
o Identifies critical transmission, generation, and distribution facilities/sub-systems based on their operating parameters and functions.
o Will increase the total set of Critical Cyber Assets by 20% or more – all willbe subject to the full range of the requirements in CIP-003-4 thru CIP-009-4.
o Approves the related implementation plans and VRFs while VSLs await ahigh severity assignment for incomplete Critical Asset/Cyber Asset listings.

 Allows the exemption of Cyber Assets supporting a 1500+ MW generation Facilitythat would not impair BES reliability within 15 minutes of compromise.
o Provides an example of a Cyber Asset controlling coal intake to the primemover – as there is sufficient time to mitigate its loss by other means.

 Rejects input from 28 utilities, industry trade groups, Regional Entities, and otherinterested parties – believing that the criteria are technically and legally justifiable.
o Refutes arguments that planners should not assign critical status to Facilitieswhich do not meet bright-line thresholds – actions that may invite lawsuits.
o Leaves unchanged the criterion that all Blackstart units and Cranking Pathsare BES Critical Assets – while acknowledging the economic disincentive toparticipate in a TOP’s restoration program.
o Reinforces that the ERO is empowered to rapidly assign criticality to assetsthat do not meet the bright-line criteria based upon new lessons learned.

 Declines to issue further directives, expecting CIP Version 5 to address outstandingissues – primarily the transition from an asset to system-based security concept.
o Includes the development of risk categories for BES Cyber Systems andminimum security requirements that apply to all Responsible Entities.
o Wants the methodology to consider the connectivity from low risk to highrisk Cyber Systems – a potential weak link if not addressed.

 CIP-002-4 through CIP-009-4 will take effect in the U.S. in July, 2014.  A separate
implementation plan specifies the time frames to protect newly identified CCAs,
which vary depending on whether or not an existing CIP program is in place.

Impacted StandardsCIP-002-4thruCIP-009-4 Governs BES Cyber SecurityAssessments, Policies, Processes, andImplementation
Responsible Entities

 Balancing Authority
 Generator Owner
 Generator Operator
 Interchange Coordinator
 Load Serving Entity
 Reliability Coordinator
 Regional Entity
 Transmission Owner
 Transmission Operator
 Transmission Service Provider

Impacted Regions
 FRCC
 MRO
 NPCC
 RFC
 SERC
 SPP
 TRE
 WECC
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Impacts and Recommended Actions

All Clients registered as a Responsible Entity with NERC should carefully review the
write up on the following section. NERC expects that the bright-line criteria will identify17% more TOP, BA, and RC control centers as Critical Assets – along with a 40% increase in300+ kV transmission substations. If you own or operate any of these BES facilities, you willneed to cyber-harden them in accordance with CIP-003-4 through CIP-009-4. U.S. basedClients will have until July 1, 2014 to comply with all the requirements related to physicalsecurity, electronic access, system security, change management, and incident response. Weexpect the Provincial Authorities will quickly adopt the updated criteria as well.
Generator Owners and Operators should be aware of two additional considerations.First, NERC’s assessment shows that one quarter of generators rated at 300 MVA and abovewill be categorized as Critical Assets under the bright-line criteria – roughly equivalent tothose identified under the current risk-based assessment methodologies.  However, thedistribution will shift to capture all generation facilities operating above 1500 MVA, whilethose operating at lower capacities will decrease. Second, CIP-002-4 R2 qualifies that onlythose Cyber Assets supporting a single location need only be identified as “Critical” if theirloss would pose a threat to the BES within 15 minutes.  Those programmable devices whichsupport auxiliary systems (e.g.; coal loaders, environmental controls) may be exempted.
Don’t assume that the bright-line criteria are the final determination of cyber
criticality for BES components and system. FERC fully expects NERC and the RegionalEntities to stay abreast of developments in the cyber arms race, and to immediately react tonew threats as they arise.  This means that NERC Alerts and other enforceable regulatoryvehicles will be used to modify or add new requirements with minimal industry input.Furthermore, CIP Version 5 is progressing rapidly – which represents a significant changeacross the entire body of the Cyber Security Standards.
Take special note of the criteria which relies on the assignment of asset criticality by
system Planners. Facilities that the Planning Coordinator and Transmission Planneridentify through contingency planning as integral to BES reliability are considered criticalunder the bright-line criteria.  Similarly, transmission substations included in the derivationof Interconnection Reliability Operating Limits by the RC are also subject to the CIPStandards. It may be prudent to engage in discussions with your planners to develop acommon understanding of what separates a critical asset from those less so.
Clients should continue to actively participate in the progress of the Version 5 CIP
Standards which are presently posted for industry review. Even though the initialdrafts received poor approval percentages, FERC has assigned a deadline for the delivery ofan industry-endorsed package by March 31, 2013. This is an aggressive timeline – thetransition to cyber system-based security concept will present quite the challenge toResponsible Entities using the asset-based approach in place today. Keep in mind that theCommission has been following the process carefully, and has already expressed concernsthat the Version 5 CIP Standards do not sufficiently assure protection against a cyber-attack.
We will be glad to help you apply the bright-line criteria to your asset base or explore
options to cyber-harden newly identified CCAs. The consulting hours that are a part ofyour LiveWire Services can be used for this purpose.  If this or any other related activity isof interest, just send us an email at LiveWire@energygrp.com or call us at 877-540-8811.
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FERC Order 761 DetailIt has been over four years since FERC issued Order 706 approving the initial versions ofthe cyber security Standards, CIP-002-1 through CIP-009-1.  Although acknowledging thatthe first CIP standards helped secure the high-impact digital components that comprisedthe Bulk Electric System, the Commission issued upwards of 59 new directives calling forfurther improvements.  The vast majority of these will be addressed in the Version 5 CIPStandards, but the most fundamental change was approved late last week by FERC in Order761 – the use of bright-line criteria to identify assets critical to the reliabilityof the BES.As a result of the Commission’s action, Responsible Entities must apply the17 criteria to their control centers, andgeneration/transmission/distribution facilities to determine which pose arisk to the BES should they be compromised by a cyber-attack.  Those assetswhich are newly categorized as “critical” must comply with the full range ofCIP physical security, electronic access, system security, changemanagement, and incident response requirements by July 1, 2014.  Thecriteria replace CIP-002-3’s risk-based assessment methodology (RBAM)which calls for each facility owner, operator, and service provider to identifyCritical Assets using their own evaluation of cyber hazards.The transition has been fueled by FERC’s concern that entity-developedRBAMs have introduced reliability gaps in the inconsistent determination ofCritical Assets. In their view, the application of a continent-wide bright-line criterion wouldmore effectively identify assets vital to system restoration, the exchange of critical controland operating data, and voltage and frequency stability. This excerpt from Order 761provides some insight into the technical underpinnings of FERC’s assessment:
35. The Commission disagrees with <utility’s> comments that the bright line criteria lack a
technical justification because they are primarily based on asset size.  While it is true that the
standard establishes thresholds based on asset size, NERC articulated a basis for those values.
For example, for the 1500 MW threshold in criterion 1.1, the petition states that the standard
drafting team derived that number “from the most significant Contingency Reserves operated
in various Balancing Authorities in all regions ... [u]sing this number and data reported by the
U.S. Energy Information Administration [], the team determined that approximately 146
generators in the United States would be classified as Critical Assets using this criterion ...
[t]his accounts for 29 percent of the installed generator capacity in the United States.”The Commission’s outlook has been supported by a NERC survey of industry facilities,which found that the CIP Version 4 bright-line criteria will in fact increase the number ofBES Critical Assets.  The breakdown is as follows:
 The number of critical control centers will increase to 553 – fully 74% of total. Most,if not all, Reliability Coordinators, Transmission Operators, and BalancingAuthorities will have to identify their control centers as Critical Assets.  GeneratorOperators have more latitude – only those control centers supporting a blackstartunit or a generation facility exceeding 1500 MVA must be considered critical.
 All 437 transmission substations operating at 500 kV and above will be identified ascritical; up from 270 under Version 3.  An additional 20% of substations rated at300 kV or more will become Critical Assets when the bright-line criteria take effect.

The long andwinding road thatleads to your door –will neverdisappear.John LennonPaul McCartney
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 29% of generators rated at 300 MVA and above will be categorized as Critical Assetsunder the bright-line criteria – unchanged from the present. However, thedistribution will shift to capture all generation facilities operating above 1500 MVA,while those operating at lower capacities will decrease.Once Responsible Entities identify BES Critical Assets through the application of the bright-line criteria, CIP-002-4 R2 requires them to develop a list of the associated Critical CyberAssets (CCAs) as well. The process involves an assessment of each networked andremotely-accessible programmable device to determine which support the “essential”operation of the Critical Asset.  The electronic and physical securitization of CCAs make upthe underpinnings of the asset-based cyber protection concept – which holds that if theupstream network components are secure, the downstream Critical Assets also protected.The identification of Critical Cyber Assets is a complex process1, and isunchanged in CIP Version 4 – with one exception: it now excludes thoseCyber Assets which would not impair the operation of a 1500+ MWgeneration plant if they are unavailable for 15 minutes or less.  Theallowance was made in recognition of the fact that there are mechanicalsystems controllers that, if compromised by a cyber-attack, would providesufficient time for operators to mitigate the condition through redispatchor other means. The example cited by NERC was the loss of a coal intakeloader, which could be addressed in a timely fashion if it were to besuddenly taken off line – environmental controllers may be another.Generator Owners and Operators who choose to take advantage of the 15-minute exceptionshould be sure to capture their underlying justification.  The LiveWire Compliance teambelieves that audit teams will critically review your assumptions and assessments, and mayfind a violation if they are not fully documented or defensible. Furthermore, exceptions thatare allowed early on may be taken away at a future date – NERC has already initiated aproject which will closely look at the linkage of mechanical systems to reliable BESoperation.  Should they decide that entities must assume that a cyber-attack wouldsimultaneously impair multiple coal feeders across an Interconnection, there may not besufficient spinning and non-spinning reserves available to make up for the loss.Clients should apply similar caution if their analysis shows that a sub-1500 MW generationfacility is no longer considered critical under the bright-line criteria.  Although there is nolegal barrier stopping a GO/GOP from removing such facilities from the Critical Asset list, itmay not be sufficient just to demonstrate that the bright-line thresholds are not met. FERChas anticipated this erosion in scope and will be looking for the ERO to assess why the risk-based methodology came up with a “critical” determination to begin with.The Commission is very aware that Responsible Entities are economically incented to “dis-identify” Critical Cyber Assets wherever possible.  They understand that the expense tosecure CCAs in accordance with CIP-003-4 through CIP-009-4 is non-trivial.  Each must bemaintained within a six-wall Physical Security Perimeter and be part of an ElectronicSecurity Perimeter isolated from other networks through DMZs and firewalls.  In addition,personnel must be trained to recognize and respond to a cyber-attack, access lists must bekept current, and software patches must be actively and carefully managed.
1 See our Alert, “NERC Security Guideline – Identifying Critical Cyber Assets”, issued 4/30/10

A Broken Coal-Feeder Should
Not Pose a Short-Term Risk to

the BES
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However, the Commission is more concerned that a single successful wide-area cyber-attack could lead to a far greater social cost.  Even if electric service were to be quicklyrestored with minimal harm to the public, the resulting outcry could lead to an extensiveincrease in the scope of the CIP Standards. Under such a scenario, the increase in CIPcompliance costs would prove to be prohibitive to smaller providers – driving some out ofbusiness.  Whether or not FERC’s assessment is realistic, it is clear from the followingexcerpt from Order 761 that they are pushing ahead with the CIP program in a big way.
103. However, even with the adoption of clear and objective criteria, we believe that there
remains a need for an entity with a regional perspective, presumably the ERO or a Regional
Entity, to have the opportunity to identify or adjust the characterization of cyber assets in
some circumstances. For example, an event may reveal that a specific cyber asset has a
greater impact than previously recognized. In such circumstance, an objective third party
should have the opportunity to designate a cyber asset prospectively as critical or
recharacterize the impact of a cyber asset for compliance purposes. Likewise, it is possible
that a technological development or newly discovered vulnerability could justify a case-
specific adjustment.

Although not directly related just to the Version 4 CIP Standards, the LiveWire Complianceteam found instructive some exchange in FERC Order 761 concerning the increasinglyadversarial relationship between system planners and facility owners.  A cornerstone of theCommission’s approach to BES reliability is to improve the planning models used insimulations of system contingencies by an order of magnitude.  In many other industrialapplications, such upgrades to tools have enabled planners to successfully find and mitigateweakness that were undetectable previously.Despite the undeniable benefit of vastly improved simulation capability,planners are put in an awkward position to declare that further assets mustbe deployed to assure BES reliability.  This places an economic burden onthe facility owner, who may not agree that the underlying motive is risk tothe BES – but is actually a market ploy.  If the planner is not perceived to bea “disinterested party”, lawsuits may result.Ultimately FERC dismissed the claim that planners should not be put in suchan antagonistic position.  This is not a new concept from the Commission’sperspective, and there are venues in NERC’s Rules of Procedure which avoidthe legal option.  However, the LiveWire Compliance team sees that the ramifications of thisapproach is just starting to be felt by Registered Entities and will not easily go away.Clients may find FERC Order 761 at:http://elibrary.ferc.gov/idmws/common/OpenNat.asp?fileID=12953347The CIP Version 4 Standards and their supporting documentation can be accessed at:http://www.nerc.com/filez/standards/Project_2008-06_Cyber_Security_PhaseII_Standards.html

There is a real danger that an attack on a seemingly low-risk (and unprotected)facility could lead to an impairment to an upstream high-value BES asset.

The ERO would be expected to immediately address the newdevelopment through an enforceable action such as a NERC Alert.

Avoiding Lawsuits is not in
the Job Description!


